Magnetic resonance imaging of burn injury in rats.
In-vivo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have been performed to follow pathological changes induced by 3-sec and 10-second burns on eleven rat tails. T1-weighted, T2-weighted, density-weighted, and water-suppressed images were acquired immediately after and four days following thermal injury. MRI results were correlated with histology. For 3-sec burns, both edema and lipids contributed significantly to the hyperintensity seen on MRI at the site of injury. For 10-sec burns, edema was the major contributor to hyperintensity. Quantitative comparisons indicated the intensity and spatial extent of the edema signal to be most indicative of the degree of injury. MRI also demonstrated potential in determining coagulation necrosis and lipid accumulation at burn sites. These studies indicate the potential of MRI in diagnosing and monitoring burn injuries and therapies.